
President’s Message 

SPRING & SUMMER 2014 

Dear Tri-Kap Alumni, 
  
As the sun sets on another beautiful summer in Hanover and the excitement of fall starts setting in, I hope this Pillar 
finds you and your family well. I am happy to report that the brotherhood remains strong and spirits are high as we 
head into a new academic year.  
  
Spring term, although bittersweet, brought many great memories that we will cherish forever. During the last couple 
weeks of the term, despite the stress of finals, our brotherhood thoroughly enjoyed a heartfelt, two day bequeathals 
ceremony, where the seniors said goodbye to the house and passed down Tri-Kap heirlooms, a 20-person strong IM 
Softball championship win, and a fun-filled formal dinner and dance at Lake Morey resort. The ’14s will always be 
welcome at the house just like all alumni, and we are confident that the successes they achieved at Dartmouth will 
continue to follow them into the real world.  
  
Along with the Alumni Board, we were thrilled to welcome back the classes of ’64, ’73, ’74, ’75, ’84, ’89, ’03, ’04, 
’05, and ’09 into our hallowed halls during June reunions this year. It is always a true pleasure to meet and spend 
time with the men who preceded us and to hear their stories and of their experiences. We do hope that reunions 
aren’t the only time we’ll be able to see you all; we encourage you to visit 1 Webster anytime you are in the area. To 
that end, all alumni and families are invited to join us over Homecoming for a reception and grill out at the house 
from 4 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. on Saturday, October 18 after the football game.  
  



The ’16s continued the tradition of maintaining high Tri-Kap standards during their sophomore summer. They 
grew as a class through brotherhood activities, programming events, house-improvement projects, and an 
impressive Masters victory. We are proud of the strides they’ve made and are looking forward to our next year 
with them.  
  
We have high hopes for Fall Rush this year. Its success will be attributed not only to a great job by Rush Chairs 
Keaton Renta ’16, Brian Chalif ’16, Charles Cai ’16 and Hector Iturbe ’16, but also an awesome job by all of 
the brothers, making our hallowed halls feel like home to many ’17s. By the time this Pillar reaches you Rush will 
have taken place, but right now we are looking forward to a strong ’17s class that will make a great addition to the 
brotherhood.  
  
We continue to work closely with the Alumni Board on short term measures to both keep the old, code non-
compliant house as safe and livable as possible and keep the local authorities satisfied. You can read about the 
necessary construction work and the urgent Tri-Kap Capital Campaign in James McKim ’83’s section below.  
  
As you may know, it’s easier than ever to remain connected to the brotherhood by visiting our Facebook group 
and our Blog, which are regularly updated by our Vice President Manav Raj ’15 with undergraduate happenings 
and events. There is also a LinkedIn group and an alumni page on the Tri-Kap website where you can view 
alumni happenings and search for other alumni in your area. As always, feel free to email 
kappa.kappa.kappa@Dartmouth.edu with any questions you might have about the house or stories that you would 
like to share from your time at Tri-Kap. We also hope you enjoy the Pillar and Shield sticker that we have 
enclosed with each newsletter.  
  
As the air cools and the leaves turn colors and begin to fall, I hope you find your spirits high and your connection 
to the brotherhood ever strong. 
  
Yours In Kappa, 
  
Anka Tezcan ’15 
President 

President’s Message Cont’d 

The vision for our future. Read about the Tri-Kap Capital Campaign 
and this critical time for Tri-Kap in the Board of Directors report within 

and online at www.tri-kap.com/campaign 
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The Tri-Kap Board of Directors had a busy spring and 
summer helping to coordinate Alumni reunion events in 
Hanover, planning for regional reunions for the fall, and 
formally launching the Tri-Kap Capital Campaign. 
  
The house hosted several class reunions in June. The class 
of ’64 spent several hours touring the house, meeting 
undergraduates, and spending time with each other. Thanks 
to Tom Clark  ’64 for helping organize his classmates; 16 of 
19 ’64s made it back to Tri-Kap, a fantastic turnout. Led by 
Paul Mesches ’74, the classes of ’73s, ’74s, ‘75s headlined a 
reunion event that brought together 8 classes from 3 decades 
(please see the picture below). That Saturday, the ’89s and 
classes of ’03, ’04, ’05, and ’09 said they felt at "home" 
while playing pong (not quite the same as we older alums 
know, but great fun nonetheless). I want to thank all the 
alumni that made it back to house during C&R, especially 
the alumni that helped coordinate their classes and fellow 
alumni!   
  
The undergraduates are running into increasing challenges 
with the Lodge. As reported in the Summer President's 
message, the basement kitchen space accumulated enough 
mold to cause the Fire Department to threaten to close the 
house. The Board took the extraordinary step of temporarily 
closing the basement until the situation was addressed. As 
they always do, the undergrads rose to the challenge and got 
rid of the mold in time to appease the Fire Department.    
  
The undergraduates cannot continue to deal with a basement 
that leaks through the foundation on their own.  
Furthermore, the house remains out of compliance with 
building and safety codes. The Fire Department informed 
us that if we are not in a position to begin construction in 
early to mid 2015, they will shut Tri-Kap down for the long-
existing code violations throughout the house. We must 
conduct comprehensive renovation as soon as possible.  
Board members are in constant touch with undergrads to 
provide guidance and support.  I’d like to thank Bruce 
Williamson ’74, a Hanover resident and construction 
company owner, for providing guidance on house 
maintenance and dealing with the Town of Hanover.  Long-
term, we have launched our effort to conduct a 
comprehensive renovation and expansion of the Lodge to 
bring the house into compliance, rejuvenate the old building, 
and make 1 Webster Avenue more livable. The Tri-Kap 
Capital Campaign also aims to seed an endowment to 
ensure long-term maintenance is addressed periodically so 
that we are never in this position again. 
  
The Fire Chief and the town have made it clear: we must do 
this work in the next year. We are entering negotiations 

with the College for a loan to begin the work as soon as 
possible. We will use the Capital Campaign funds in 
conjunction with annual savings by the undergraduates to 
repay the loan.  As of September 8, we have raised 
$590,000 in pledges from over 190 alumni across more than 
45 classes and 7 decades.  We have over $100,000 in cash 
with more coming in every day.  We are in continual talks 
with individuals from amongst our ranks to grow our totals.  
We will need approximately $250,000 in cash before we can 
secure the loan from the College.  The more we have in the 
coming months, the smaller our loan obligation will be.  So 
far, over half the alumni from the 2000 – 2012 classes have 
donated to the cause.  With broad support across all alumni 
classes, we can quickly reach our $3,000,000 goal.  We 
thank the alumni who have donated to secure Tri-Kap’s 
future, and we encourage all alumni to join the effort. 
  
Campaign Chairmen Sunil Bhagavath ’03 and Michael 
Brasher ’10 are in discussions with some of you about 
sizable contributions. Class captains are reaching out as well. 
Some classes are considering sizable group donations. 
  
The funds we are raising are for more than just the physical 
plant. In contributing, you will take comfort knowing that 
the Kappa Lodge will be a safe and suitable place for 
undergraduates to live, learn what we learned, and carry on 
the traditions of Kappa Kappa Kappa. You will also benefit 
from the opportunity to influence and shape the next 
generation of world leaders and connect with current leaders 
during reunions and programs we sponsor around the world. 
So, please consider donating what you can, and let us know 
what your thoughts and aspirations are for the brotherhood 
we all hold so dear. More information about the Campaign is 
available at www.trikap.com/campaign. Feel free to contact 
me at jtmckim@gmail.com or (603) 540-3988, Sunil at 
s u n i l s b h a g @ g m a i l . c o m o r  M i c h a e l  a t 
mwbrasher@gmail.com 
 
Yours in Kappa, 
James McKim ’83 
Alumni Board Chairman 

Alumni Board Report 

Alumni at reunions in June 
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Brothers, 
  
We undergrads here at 1 Webster enjoyed the weather and our sophomore summer, and we hope all our brothers, 
wherever they may be, have had great summers as well.  
 
This summer, we encouraged brothers to participate in programming events such as going to the copper mines, 
paintballing, and grilling in the front yard. Earlier in the summer, we rented out the Class of ’66 Lodge on the slopes of 
Moose Mountain and spent time together, grilling and hanging out around the fire. Our class and the ’66s share the 
special Dartmouth 50 year connection. As much as we have been enjoying the Summer, we are looking forward to the 
Fall and the return of the ’15 class. 
  
The term has not been without challenges. During an inspection earlier this term, Hanover’s new fire chief noted the 
safety issues with the mold growth in the basement bathroom and old kitchen area caused by the ground water that leaks 
in to those spaces, which has been a challenge for us for a number of years. Luckily, despite the demanding nature of the 
work and the short notice, we were able to remove the mold, repaint the walls with mold killing primer and mold 
resistant paint, and improve air circulation. We were able to satisfy the authorities and save the house thousands of 
dollars by rallying the brotherhood to work together to do the work in consultation with the Board of Directors and 
Bruce Williamson ’74. We understand from the Board that those areas of the basement will be filled in as part of the 
reconstruction plans. The old lodge often presents us with challenges like these that we must overcome in our day-to-
day operations. Nevertheless, we’re glad to call 1 Webster Avenue home. 
  
Overall, this summer has been a great experience for the brothers. This is our first time living in the house together as a 
class, and I truly believe we have grown closer as a class. We have had many alumni visit us over the summer and, of 
course we encourage you all to stop by the house if you are ever near Hanover. We would also like to thank you for your 
continued support of Kappa Kappa Kappa and look forward to communicating in the future. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
Keaton Renta ’16 
Summer President 
 

Summer President’s Message 

The Tri-Kap yearbook photo from the spring with 
most spring term brothers present 

Homecoming 
Join the Tri-Kap undergraduates and 

fellow alumni at 1 Webster Ave. anytime 
over Homecoming. In particular, we will 

be holding a post-game grill out from 
4-6:30 p.m. on Saturday, October 18. 
We look forward to seeing you there! 
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The Tri-Kap Capital 
Campaign 

Read about the Tri-Kap Capital 
Campaign and view the Campaign video 
today at www.tri-kap.com/campaign! 

Tri-Kap Needs Your Help! 



Spring Treasurer Report 
  
This spring brought many financial considerations for 
Tri-Kap. The brotherhood decided to forego a formal 
over winter term. Instead, we saved up for a large event 
and formal in the spring to honor the seniors. With this 
money, we cohosted a party featuring the electronic 
music group the Chainsmokers with GDX for Green 
Key and had another great formal at Lake Morey 
Resort. In addition, we used the savings to pursue house 
improvement projects. The brotherhood repainted the 
entryway and bathroom, and we hired a professional 
painter to work on the facade of the house before 
graduation and reunions. Jeremy Thibodeau ’14 and 
Aaron Goone ’14 overhauled the bathroom, and the we 
repainted the side porch as well. The brotherhood also 
enjoyed several BBQs and phenomenal rush events. 
 
In an effort to improve the institutional memory of the 
treasurer position, summer Treasurer Josh Tupler ’16 
and I are working on a an improved, comprehensive 
annual budget so that expenses can be more properly 
managed. Rents have increased to match college rent 
prices, and house dues have increased in order to have 
more money available for programming events. We will 
implement a savings plan to contribute funds each term 
to the Tri-Kap Capital Campaign. 
  
I look forward to picking up where Tupler leaves off, 
continuing as treasurer in the fall. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
Brett Szalapski ’15 
Treasurer 

Summer Treasurer Report 
 
We are now through our Summer term, and the fiscal 
situation at Tri-Kap continues to stay healthy. House 
rent and brotherhood dues were increased 
commensurately with inflating campus expenditures. 
The brothers have been working together in tightening 
budgets to help support the Tri-Kap Capital Campaign. 
Despite budget cuts, the brothers at Tri-Kap were able 
to enjoy numerous social and programming events, as 
well as work together on several house improvement 
projects.  Among other events, the brothers at Tri-Kap 
spent a memorable weekend in Montreal. 
  
This summer, we also set aside a significant portion of 
our term funds to work on the physical plant. In addition 
to fixing doors throughout the house, we re-designed the 
beach, bathroom, and great hall to provide amble 
brotherhood and social space.  We will continue to work 
with the Board to undertake appropriate house 
improvements in conjunction with the renovations 
plans.  
 
Overall, our operating budgets and monetary situation 
have become much stronger over the past two terms and 
we look forward to continuing to work with the Board 
of Directors to maintain financial health going forward. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Josh Tupler ’16 
Summer Treasurer 

Treasurer’s Report 

Brothers in Montreal this summer 

Alumni Dues 
Please pay your alumni dues at

http://trikap.com/AlumniDues or by 
writing a check to Kappa Kappa 

Kappa Society and mailing to Terry 
Lowd ’66, P.O. Box 124, New Harbor, 

ME 04554 
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Spring House Manager Report 
 
Since the previous HM report, we have made further 
improvements made to our hallowed halls. During the 
spring term, the brothers came together to complete a 
sizeable list of projects. Jake Bayer ’16 and Harrison 
Han ’16 repainted the railing around the Beach (side 
balcony) and Marty Gatens ’15 and Max Frenkel ’14 
re-stained the Beach. Brett Szalapski ’15 painted the 
yellow part of the first floor walls maroon to match the 
rest of the entrance. Matt Graves ’14 and Nish 
Ravichandran ’15 repainted the white trim leading 
from the first floor to the second floor. Scott Nelson ’14 
and Andres Ramirez ’14 repainted the railing from the 
second floor landing to the GOTE Room. We also have 
a stylish new pong table in the basement, courtesy of 
Manav Raj ’15, Derek Leung ’14, Ben Albrecht ’16, 
and Danny Katz ’16.  
  
Jeremy Thibodeau ’14 and Aaron Goone ’14 
beautified the bathroom in a major way. They scrubbed 
the mold off the shower tile and celling, repainted the 
whole celling with mold proof primer. They also 
repainted the stall and bathroom doors, and topped it off 
with some lovely potted plants between the mirrors. 
Another aesthetic change was repainting the front door. 
It use to be the wrong shade of green but is now the 
correct, Tri-Kap green. 
  
All in all, significant improvements have been made by 
the brotherhood. We look forward to continuing to work 
with the Board to pursue renovations as per the Tri-Kap 
Capital Campaign. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Will Bollenbach ’15, Jake Bayer ’16, and Josh 
Schoenbart ’16 
House Managers 
 
 
Summer House Manager Report 
 
This summer, the housemen oversaw a plethora of 
changes to the household. First, the brotherhood 
addressed a problem of mold in the basement. Facing 
We got together as a class to clean up the back room 
which is a breeding ground for mold during the wet 
months due to groundwater that leads in from the 
outside. We power washed and repainted the walls with 
 
 

House Manager’s Report 

mold killing primer, and improved our ventilation and 
air flow in the basement.  
 
Second, brothers installed new furniture and hammocks 
on the beach. Now a comfortable and clean social 
space, we were able to utilize the beach as a social area 
and a place where brothers can get together and enjoy 
each others companies.  
  
Third, brothers Josh Tupler ’16 and Brian Chalif ’16 
redid the bathroom by repainting doors, replacing 
shower curtains, and adding new mirrors. The 
Bathroom has never looked better, and guests to the 
house have had glowing compliments, such as "it looks 
like a hotel bathroom".  
  
Fourth and finally, we installed a large projector and 
screen in the first floor common room. The Great Hall 
has been completely redone with brand new couches 
and a large projector for brothers to get together to 
watch movies and sports. This, along with new lights 
and decor, has revived the first floor area to a popular 
communal area, and we all look forward to spending 
more time there in the coming terms. 
  
In sum, the brotherhood has made several changes that 
should ameliorate living conditions in the house. This 
momentum will without a doubt continue well into the 
regular year. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Harrison Han ’16 and Kelsey Justis ’16 
Summer House Managers 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Great Hall with the new furniture and 
projector 
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Spring Social Chairmen’s Report 
 
This past spring the Tri-Kap social scene remained as 
entertaining as ever. The term was filled with a variety 
of events including a jam-packed Monday Night Freeze 
on the first night of the term, a quintessential college 
toga party themed semi-formal, the Chainsmokers 
concert over Green Key Weekend, an elegant formal at 
Lake Morey Resort and many others. 
  
Over the spring, Tri-Kap bolstered relations with the 
eight Dartmouth sororities by having events with every 
sorority on campus. A disco themed event with Alpha 
Phi and a classy, martini tails with Tri-Delta sorority, 
were among the creative themes used for these well-
attended and entertaining events.  
  
Tri-Kap and Alpha Xi Delta sorority began a new event 
this past term of having brunch and mimosas on the 
front lawn of Tri-Kap on the Saturday of the Kentucky 
Derby, a day when many houses around campus now 
hold social events. Our guests loved the food, catered 
by Umpleby's Bakery, and the assortment of 
champagne, juices and other drinks provided by the 
brotherhood. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
Robbie Bhattacharjee ’15, Juan Nicholls ’15, and Josh 
Tupler ’16 
Social Chairs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social Chairmen’s Report 

The brotherhood following Wednesday 
meetings 

Some of our ’14s before our Spring Formal 

Summer Social Chairmen’s Report 
This summer, the house maintained a very active social 
calendar. Perhaps the highlight was a fantastic social 
event our brotherhood had with a close sorority of ours, 
Alpha Phi. The brothers of Tri-Kap and the sisters of 
Alpha Phi planned a memorable day in the sun by 
going cliff-jumping at the Copper Mines, located in 
South Stafford, VT, a scenic 30-minute drive from 
campus. 
  
The afternoon was spent picking fresh raspberries near 
the copper mines, then jumping from various cliffs of 
25-, 30-feet in height into the sparkling cobalt water. 
Brothers Danny Katz ’16 and Ben Albrecht ’16 were 
the only two to dare an even higher jump, claiming it 
was “the scariest thing that they had ever done.” 
  
After the brothers of Tri-Kap and sisters of Alpha Phi 
jumped to their hearts’ content into the copper mines, 
we drove over to the newly opened Five Guys burger 
restaurant in West Lebanon, NH for some Cajun fries 
and double-bacon cheeseburgers. The APhis enjoyed 
the day so much that they suggested we grab dessert as 
well; so the day finally ended on a sweet note with ice-
cream at Ice-Cream-4-U, with a stronger connection 
being formed between these two houses than ever 
before. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
Joon Ho Baak ’15 & Jake Bayer ’16 
Summer Social Chairs 
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Programming Report 

Summer Programming Report 
 
At the start of the term, the brothers took a trip to the 
Class of ‘66 Cabin and spent the night there. We were 
able to come together as a class through cooking by a 
campfire, sharing stories and deliberating and deciding 
everyone’s house nicknames.  
 
On August 1st, the brotherhood came together in 
support of our masters teams. Our A team (Charles Cai 
’16 and Danny Katz ’16) made a deep run in the 
tournament en route to the finals. There, they swept XH 
B to win the whole tournament behind the full support 
of the brotherhood.  
 
The brotherhood also took a trip up to Montreal. After 
checking into the beautiful Fairmont the Queen 
Elizabeth Hotel, we had an incredibly delicious dinner 
at Weinstein & Gavino’s, a fine Italian restaurant. After 
dinner, brothers had some time to walk around and 
explore Old Montreal, mingle in some bars, and 
eventually, ended up at a club with a reserved table for 
the night. After nearly three hours, the brotherhood split 
up to explore some more around the city for the rest of 
the night. 
 
During the Sophomore Summer Family Weekend, 
many ’16s’ families joined the brotherhood for an 
afternoon BBQ. Burgers and dogs were served up, and 
the turnout was fantastic on this sunny day.   
   
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Charles Cai ’16 and Danny Katz ’16 
Summer Programming Chairs 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spring Programming Report 
 
The focus of the Programming Chairs this past term 
was to organize and spearhead events to make the most 
recent Kappa Kappa Kappa class feel welcomed.  
 
Our focus was on relaxed events at our house where we 
could all feel comfortable talking and getting to know 
each other at a more personal level. Sausagefeast was 
an event of great success with high recurring turnout. 
With the help of grillmaster, Brian White ’15, we 
grilled a variety of sausages, burgers and hot dogs on 
the house’s barbecue. Brothers enjoyed a relaxing 
afternoon feast while others ran around the property 
playing catch or newly-famous spikeball. 
 
A staple of this past 14S spring term, as is tradition, was 
the Brotherhood Lock-In. We provided the 
atmosphere conducive to the lock-in discussion by 
ordering food for all present, and by sourcing 
discussion ideas from brothers beforehand. The latter 
helped in keeping the conversation flowing smoothly 
and running off on few tangents.  
 
The brotherhood was also able to organize a 
programming brunch with the sisters of ΑΞΔ on 
Kentucky Derby day. In light of other fraternities and 
sororities organizing programming events centered 
around the equestrian competition, we thought it would 
be a great idea for the brotherhood to fraternize not only 
with each other but also with another social entity on 
campus. Floral dresses and pastel shorts were aplenty, 
as well as refreshing juices and southern style flavored 
iced teas. Everybody enjoyed the event very much, and 
the brotherhood has been able to nourish a relationship 
with the sisters of ΑΞΔ that started strong because of 
this event. 
 
We are excited to have the opportunity to hold events 
for the brotherhood and friends. We hope to continue 
planning and executing more popular programming 
events in the Fall.  
 
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Martin Gatens ’15 and Andy Solares ’15  
Programming Chairs Champs Danny Katz ’16 and Charles Cai 

’16 
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Summer Philanthropy Report 
 
This summer, the brotherhood of Kappa Kappa Kappa 
has participated in a variety of philanthropic events.  
  
We raised more than $500 for The Prouty, a charity 
effort, whose proceeds go directly to funding cancer 
research at the Norris Cotton Cancer Center at the 
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. We also 
participated in Pelt-a-Delta, a dodgeball tournament. As 
a team, we donated money in support of the St. Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital.  
  
Furthermore, we have worked closely with the Upper 
Valley Haven on a variety of programs this summer. 
We helped bake and sell bread to raise money to help 
fund food, shelter, and educational programs for the 
children of homeless families. Additionally, we 
collected food and clothing donations from Hanover 
residents for the Haven.  
  
All in all, I am proud to say that the brotherhood of 
Kappa Kappa Kappa has made a strong philanthropic 
effort this summer term. The brothers look forward to 
continuing to demonstrate our commitment towards 
service as part of our personal development. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
Joseph Wang ’16 
Summer Philanthropy Chair 
 

Spring Philanthropy Report 
 
This past May, the brothers of Kappa Kappa Kappa 
participated in Dartmouth College’s Relay for Life 
event, a walking marathon that benefits the American 
Cancer Society. With the help of many generous 
friends, family, and brothers, our team of Andy Solares 
’15, Anka Tezcan ’15, Manav Raj ’15, Robbie 
Bhattacharjee ’15, Scott Nelson ’14, George 
Phillipose ’15, and Brian White ’15 raised over 
$3,000, the highest total among participating 
Dartmouth fraternities. Our funding will help those 
suffering from cancer and their families through 
research, education, advocacy, and service.  Despite 
some early rain showers, our team thoroughly enjoyed 
the event, which featured opening remarks from 
prominent cancer researchers at Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
Medical Center, along with food and games sponsored 
by each team, including gourmet grilled cheese from 
the master chefs of 1 Webster! We were incredibly 
proud to contribute to a cause so close to many of us 
and honored to have the support of brothers past and 
present. We are already looking forward to walking 
again next year! 
  
Along with our contributions to Dartmouth’s Relay for 
Life event, we also volunteered to help Students 
Fighting Hunger, a Tucker Foundation organization that 
helps cook and serve meals for residents of the Upper 
Valley. We hope to continue our relationship with the 
organization in to the future.  
  
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Brian White ’15 
Philanthropy Chair 

Philanthropy Report 

Subscribe to the Tri-Kap 
Email List! 

 

If you do not receive the emails from Tri-
Kap, please head over to www.trikap.com 
and click on “Sign up for our email list!” 

to stay up to date with the latest Tri-Kap 
news from the undergraduates and Board of 

Directors 
 

A newly made pong table emblazoned with 
the Tri-Kap Pillar and Shield before it was 

moved to the basement 
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Spring Academic Report 
 
On March 26th, we hosted professor Julie Kalish ’91 at 
our house for an academic talk. Professor Kalish teaches 
at the Institute for Writing and Rhetoric and is also an 
expert on constitutional law. Along with her 
responsibilities at Dartmouth, she recently tried and won 
the case Hackett v. Town of Franklin in front of the 
Vermont Supreme court. She and her colleagues on the 
case were given Jonathan B. Chase Cooperating 
Attorney Award for their work with the ACLU. 
 
Professor Kalish’s talk focused on the first amendment 
and its implication for college students, but the 
discussion ranged from the recent Hobby Lobby 
Supreme Court case, which examined whether 
corporations are protected by the free-exercise of 
religion clause of the First Amendment, to freedom of 
speech on college campuses. Professor Kalish ended up 
staying at the house discussing a variety of topics with 
brothers for more than two hours.  
 
Later in the term, we also had the opportunity to have 
another academic talk. Brian Bowden from the College 
Health Services came to meet a large group of brothers 
to discuss the dangers of addiction. From Mr. Bowden, 
we learned more about how to spot warning signs of 
addiction and how to approach the topic with friends 
who may have a problem. He also encouraged us to 
learn more about the resources the college has to offer 
regarding student health, which Tri-Kap takes seriously. 
We look forward to building on our schedule of talks in 
the Fall to further enrich the brotherhood.  
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
George Philipose ’15 
Academic Chair 
 
 
Summer Academic Report 
 
The brotherhood continues to exhibit extreme 
commitment and contribution to the internal academic 
community at Dartmouth and external international 
world, whether it is in finance, music, government, or 
entrepreneurship. 
  
Brian Chalif ’16, just completed the four-week Tuck 
Bridge program, which provided an introduction to 
business, which Dartmouth does not offer. This  

Academic Report 

introduction to business culminated with team-based 
cash flow analysis, economic, marketing, financial and 
strategic analysis of Nike. Both Juan Nicholls 
’15 and Johnny Yoon ’13 participated in the second 
session. 
  
Josh Tupler ’16 flew to Gent, Belgium to present at the 
14th annual Transatlantic Studies Association 
Conference. He was a panelist with three other officers 
from across the world presenting about Canadian 
ballistic missile defense – he was the first undergraduate 
to ever present at this conference.  
 
Joshua Schoenbart ’16 spent a week participating in 
the G20 Young Entrepreneurs Alliance Summit in 
Sydney, Australia, as one of the eight representatives 
from the United States. There he was able to speak about 
his start-up, the Eyebook, an online aggregator of eye 
care professionals that Josh developed while in high 
school, and meet many entrepreneurial luminaries. Josh 
will be attending one of the largest tech conferences in 
the world, the 2014 Web Summit in Dublin, Ireland as 
one of 19 selected Future Global Leaders. 
  
We organized two discussions at Tri-Kap for this 
summer. The first talk was with Paul Doscher, Tri-Kap 
class of 1966. Doscher has had a long career in business 
and is currently working at Tuck as a Marketing Director. 
Doscher began with a brief talk of his life since 
graduating Dartmouth and then turned into a discussion 
about Tri-Kap and Dartmouth history. The second talk 
was with Steve Swayne, chair of the music department. 
Although a music professor, Steve instead talked about 
his thoughts on the current events regarding the Ferguson 
news – the lecture was titled, "What Ferguson Means/
How Ferguson Feels: The Thoughts of a First-Generation 
African-American College Kid Who Became a 
Dartmouth Professor." 
  
These are just a few examples from this term, but every 
Tri-Kap brother is a crucial part of the academic 
community at Dartmouth and the house continues to 
strive to have a strong academic presence on campus.  
  
Yours in Kappa, 
  
Brian Chalif ’16 
Summer Academic Chair 
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Spring Athletic Chairman’s Report 
 
This spring, the brotherhood was able to successfully 
keep our intramural championship streak alive by 
winning the IM Softball League. With a strong 
outfield defense and consistent batting, we came from 
behind in every game and come out on top. The 
championship game against Alpha Chi Alpha proved to 
be our most difficult game of the season. However, 
with the help of Anthony Zhao ’14 and Charles Cai 
’16, we were able to come back from a 10-8 deficit in 
the bottom of the sixth inning. Strong participation 
from the brothers of all of the classes made our success 
possible.  
  
In the Fall, with a new class joining our brotherhood in 
the Fall, we look forward to continuing our streak and 
establishing an era of Tri-Kap dominance in intramural 
sports. 
  
Yours in Kappa, 
 
Eric Do ’15 
Athletic Chair 
 
 
Summer Athletic Chairman’s Report 
 
Coming off a spring IM championship in softball, we 
were set to do well for the summer season. We 
advanced to the knockout stages as the first seed from 
our group. Brothers Charles Cai ’16 and Brian White 
’15 led the way for Tri-Kap. After a very good run, we 
were knocked out by AD in a close 2-0 loss.  
 
Coming off a championship run in the fall, Tri-Kap was 
also set to do well in the IM Soccer league for the 
summer. Led by the play of club soccer player Hector 
Iturbe ’16 and brothers Keaton Renta ’16 and Eric 
Chalif ’16, Tri-Kap was set to advance into the 
knockout stages with a good seed. However, due to a 
misunderstanding with a grad school team we had to 
forfeit that match. That technicality eventually cost us 
our bid in the knockout stages. The fall will bring back 
a couple of other club soccer brothers and Tri-Kap will 
be set to defend our fall IM soccer title.  
 
Yours in Kappa,  
 
Eric Chalif ’16 
Athletic Chair 
 
 

Athletic Chairman’s Report 

Stay in touch! 
 

We love hearing from our alums 
 

Register to receive emails and learn 
more about the Campaign at 

www.tri-kap.com 
 

Check out what undergraduate 
brothers are up to on the blog:   

 http://trikap.blogspot.com/  
 

Join our Facebook group at  
www.facebook.com/groups/

kappa.kappa.kappa/      
 

Please contact us with any questions 
or share stories of your time at 1 

Webster at 
kappa.kappa.kappa@dartmouth.edu   

 

The intramural softball championship team 
(and accompanying hecklers) 
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At the end of the Spring, the class of 
2014 graduated and left the College. 
We will miss them deeply, and we 
wish them the best of luck in all 
endeavors and hope to see them 
soon: 

   
Andres Ramirez ’14 is working at 
Target in Minneapolis as a Toys/
Sports Business Analyst. 
  
Nate Reznicek ’14 is working in 
Hanover at the US Army Corps of 
Engineers Cold Regions Research 
and Engineering Lab as a Research 
Physical Scientist.   
  
Derek Leung ’14 is working at 
L.E.K. Consulting in Boston. 
  
Chris Richardson ’14 is working at 
Ridgeway Partners, an executive 
search firm, in Boston. 
  
Sanders Davis ’14 is teaching and 
coaching football at Catholic High 
School in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
    
Andrew Li ’14 is working at Bank 
of America/Merrill Lynch in New 
York City. 

Anthony Zhao ’14 is in Hoboken, 
New Jersey working as a Manager 
Trainee at McMaster-Carr, a large, 
private industrial supplier.  
  
Chris Clark ’14 is working as a 
business development analyst at 
Symphony Commerce in San 
Francisco. 
  
Kyle Bojanowski ’14 is working at 
M.I.T.’s  Lincoln Laboratories in 
Boston, doing engineering research 
for camera systems of satellites.  
  
Jeremy Thibodeau ’14 is finishing 
up production of a feature film he 
directed and produced,  “The 
Union”, and will then be moving 
out to Los Angeles to work with a 
production company. 
  
Max Frenkel ’14 is taking some 
time off and traveling to Asia & 
Australia before joining the 
workforce in Silicon Valley. 
  
Matt Graves ’14 is living in 
Manchester, NH working for Scott 
Brown’s U.S. Senate campaign. 
 

Yun Young Jung ’14 is finishing 
classes at Dartmouth in the fall and 
will be working at an investment 
bank in New York City following 
his graduation.  
  
Scott Nelson ’14 has been 
developing an Android mobile 
phone application for a tech 
company, and will be moving to 
Washington D.C. or San Francisco 
by the winter.  
  
Parth Kaul ’14 is working in 
investment banking at Rabobank in 
New York City.  
  
Steve Prager ’14 is in Boston 
working as a consultant for 
McKinsey. 
  
Aaron Goone ’14 is living in 
Norwalk, CT and working in asset 
management at for Bridgewater 
Associates.  
  
Kevin Miao ’14  is working as a 
software architect at Medicaid-
Genius.com in the New York City 
area. 
 
 

Class of 2014 

The ‘14s on their Sophomore Summer cabin trip at the Class of ‘66 Lodge located on the 
slopes of Moose Mountain. From left to right: Kevin Miao, Nate Reznicek, Andres 

Ramirez, Andrew Li, Yun Jung, Kyle Bojanowski, Aaron Goone, Scott Nelson, Matt 
Graves, Max Frenkel, Anthony Zhao, Chris Richardson, and Parth Kaul. Not pictured: 

Sanders Davis, Derek Leung, Jeremy Thibodeau, Chris Clark, and Steve Prager. 
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In Memoriam 
Paul J. Barnico ’49 Th ’51 
 
Paul J. Barnico ’49, Th ’51, passed away at his home in 
Beverly, MA, on March 2, 2014, at age 86.   He entered 
Dartmouth from Ansonia (CT) High School in 1945, the 
recipient of a Brooker Scholarship.  His studies were 
suspended for service in the U.S. Army.  He returned to 
Dartmouth on the G.I. Bill of Rights and graduated with 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in mechanical 
engineering in 1950 and 1951.  He was a member of 
Kappa Kappa Kappa fraternity and, as he put it, the Hap 
and Hal’s Diner and Hanover Inn Garage “alumni 
clubs.”  His roommates included “Brud” Becker “49 and 
Herb Gramstorff ’49. 
  
One Tri-Kap story he loved to tell:  When Tri-Kap 
displaced Beta as the fraternity with the lowest grade 
point average, the brothers of Beta, dressed in robes and 
carrying torches, proceeded across Webster Avenue to 
Tri-Kap for a ceremony in which an emblem of 
academic futility was solemnly transmitted with all best 
wishes for continue “success.”   
  
Upon graduation from Thayer, Paul commenced a 37-
year career in the aircraft engine business at General 
Electric in Lynn.  One of his teams designed and 
manufactured the GE T-58 turboshaft helicopter engine; 
variants of the original still power the president’s 
helicopter (“Marine One”) and other aircraft today.  He 
once wrote that he “felt privileged to have worked for so 
long with so many talented, industrious people in so 
many different functions as GE-Lynn, including design 
engineering, manufacturing engineering, line 
manufacturing, and project development and 
marketing.”  Upon retirement from GE in 1988 Paul 
served for 26 years on the Beverly Airport Commission.  
In 2013 he was honored by a resolution of the Beverly 
City Council citing his many contributions to the 
airport. 
 
He was a long-time alumni interviewer of applicants to 
Dartmouth, president of the North Shore Dartmouth 
Club, and member of the Dartmouth Society of 
Engineers.   
   
Paul was pre-deceased by his beloved wife, Katherine 
McGoe Barnico, in 2001.  He is survived by son Tom 
’77 and daughter-in-law Kate, daughter Karen and son-
in-law Jeff Lee, daughter Lauren and son-in-law Ed 
Doherty, and seven grandchildren, including Kristen 
Barnico Th ’09 and her fiancée Bob D’Angelo ’08, Th 
’09, ‘11.  

Joseph J. Buckley ’44 
 
Age 91, of Minneapolis, MN & Naples, FL passed away 
October 11, 2013 at his home in Naples. Dr. Buckley 
was born in Methuen, MA to Alice L. and Thomas I. 
Buckley. He graduated from Edward F. Searles High 
School, Methuen in 1940 and Dartmouth College (AB) 
in 1944. After graduating from New York Medical 
College (MD) in 1946, he interned at U.S. Naval 
Hospital, Chelsea, MA, and then served as a Medical 
Officer, U.S. Navy Medical Corps, aboard USS Nereus, 
AS17, Submarine Squadron 7, Pacific Fleet from 1947 
to 1949. In 1950, Dr. Buckley entered the University of 
Minnesota Medical School's Anesthesiology Residency 
program. The discoveries by Dr. Buckley and his 
colleagues changed the basic tenets of the anesthesia 
process as it was known at that time and paved the way 
for advances in the science.  
  
Among his many professional accomplishments, Dr. 
Buckley made history in 1954 as an anesthetist in the 
world's first successful open heart surgery, using cross 
circulation and hypothermia. In 1957, he and Dr. F.H. 
Van Bergen established the first pulmonary function 
laboratory and respiratory ward at the University of 
Minnesota Hospitals, a precursor for the Intensive Care 
Units of today, where they treated more than 300 
patients with tetanus and other conditions requiring 
prolonged expert ventilator support. In 1978, Dr. 
Buckley succeeded Dr. Van Bergen as the head of the 
Department of Anesthesiology at the University and 
guided the department until his retirement in 1988. The 
Joseph J. Buckley Chair in Anesthesiology was 
endowed at that time. In 1999, the University dedicated 
the Joseph J. Buckley Library of Anesthesia. Dr. 
Buckley was very active in a number of medical and 
anesthesia societies and organizations, some until the 
time of his death. He was highly respected for his 
innovative research and leadership and much beloved by 
his students.  
  
In 1945, he married Grace M. Brown, RN. Together, 
they raised sons Joseph Jr. (Mary Jo), Mora MN and 
Paul T., Marathon FL, and daughters Patricia A. 
Kingsley (W. Scott) Brookeville MD and Diane M. 
Milan (Bruce) Bloomfield Ont. Canada. Mrs. Buckley 
died in 1983. In 1987, he married Judith Kairies, RN, 
who survives him as his loving wife, best friend and 
caregiver. He is also survived by 2 granddaughters, 
Eileen Kingsley-Hamm (Tony) and Eve Kingsley Booth 
(Brian), and 2 great granddaughters, Aurora and Anja 
Booth.  
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In Memoriam (Cont’d) 
Antony S. Rodolakis ’60 
 
Antony S. Rodolakis ’60 of Westfield, Massachusetts, 
passed away January 11, 2014, in Western 
Massachusetts Hospital. He was born in Springfield, 
Massachusetts, January 17, 1939, to the late Stelianos 
and Amelia Rodolakis of Crete. He was predeceased by 
his brothers Harry, Michael and Mano and sister 
Theresa. Tony graduated from Springfield Technical 
High School and received degrees from Dartmouth and 
the University of Maryland. At Dartmouth Tony 
majored in physics and was a member of Kappa Kappa 
Kappa. He worked as a physicist for Naval Ordinance 
Laboratories in Washington, D.C., and retired as a 
stockbroker for Merrill Lynch. An avid sports fan, he 
was also interested in politics and the stock market. 
Tony developed the first quantitative stock options 
trading program and published it in his book, Options 
on a Shoestring, in 1976. His groundbreaking research 
led to a new field of study in economics. He leaves his 
brother Mark and his wife, Cynthia, and several nieces 
and nephews. Tony’s Tri-Kap classmates often visted 
Tony and Cynthia in Massachusetts before his passing. 
At the Los Angeles Tri-Kap reunion in early 2014, Bill 
Danforth ‘60 led the assembled group in a rendition of 
the Tri-Kap Marching Song in honor of Tony.  
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